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The Problem 

  Journals need to recruit new peer reviewers 

 To replace retiring reviewers 

 To keep up with increasing submission rates 

 To add to the expertise of  the reviewer pool as new 
specialities and subjects arise 



The Solution(s) 

  Where to recruit new reviewers? 

  From your journal’s author ranks 

  From authors of  referenced papers 

  From services like Reviewer Discovery 

  From recommendations by the authors who submit 
to your journal 



The Solution’s Problem: 
Fraud 

  “Hyung-In Moon, a medicinal-plant researcher then 
at Dongguk University in Gyeongju, South Korea... 
readily admitted that the [fraudulent] reviews had 
come in so quickly because he had written many of  
them himself...[the] journal and several others 
published by Informa Healthcare in London invite 
authors to suggest potential reviewers for their 
papers. So Moon provided names, sometimes of  real 
scientists and sometimes pseudonyms, often with 
bogus e-mail addresses that would go directly to him 
or his colleagues.” Nature 2014;525(7528) 



A Cure That’s Worse than 
the Disease? 

  One solution: Ban Author-recommended 
Reviewers 

  “One of  the steps we have now taken to safeguard 
the integrity of  our peer review has been to remove 
the “Preferred/Suggested reviewers” function from 
our ScholarOne Manuscripts and Editorial 
Manager sites…contributors will no longer be 
asked to suggest the names and contact details of  
possible reviewers.” (email from publisher) 



So How Can We Help 
Prevent Reviewer Fraud? 
  After all, we still need new reviewers! 

  How can we verify new reviewers? 

 Checking other scholarly efforts 

 Checking institutional affiliations 

 Verifying identities 

  Are verified, author-recommended reviewers a 
problem? 



The Study 

  All papers submitted to The Journal of Spinal Cord 
Medicine (JSCM) during a 3-year period (2013-2015) 
were searched for invited reviewers who agreed to 
review. These reviewers were identified as author-
recommended reviewers (ARR) or editor-
recommended reviewers (ERR).  



The Study (cont.) 

  Papers having at least one ARR in addition to at 
least one ERR were included in the analysis. Three 
scores were established to describe reviewer 
decision recommendations: more severe, equivalent, 
and less severe. 

  All of these ARRs had been verified by checking 
institutional affiliations and scholarly records (e.g. 
PubMed or ORCIDs). 



Results 
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Conclusion 

  Author-recommended reviewers, in a single- or 
double-blind review process, are not more likely to 
provide favorable reviews than other reviewers, and 
can provide reliable peer reviews to assist editors in 
evaluating submitted papers. However, validation of 
recommended reviewers is necessary to prevent 
fraudulent reviews. 

 



Limitations 

  Of the Study… 

 One medical journal 

 Not a double-blind trial 

  Of the Process 

 Time 

 Money 


